
The Experience of Dreams 
Book review:

Social Dreaming, Associative Thinking and Intensities of Affect, by Julian Manley. 
Foreword by Lita Crociani-Windland.  (Palgrave, Macmillan, 2018)


Timothy Morton described climate change - he prefers the term global warming - as a 
hyperobject, an example of a phenomenon that is too big and complex for our cognitive 
and emotional minds to grasp  - we are, so to speak, contained in it rather than it in us.  1

If that is the case, I wonder whether we could somehow aspire within ourselves to be 
more than the human subject we assume ourselves to be - a hypersubject, as it were.  We 
might then begin to understand something of this ‘hyperobjective’ universe of which we 
are an integral part.  Perhaps the experience of social dreaming is a good place to start, 
somewhere we could begin to realise that liberated sense of self we need to understand 
and combat the ecological crisis that so alarmingly besets us.


W. Gordon Lawrence, the creator and pioneer of social dreaming, must have thought so.  
He was a visionary, a teacher and practitioner of the London Tavistock Institute, who saw 
beyond the limits of psychoanalysis and group analysis to a creative capacity within us 
all.  He had faith in the infinite and timeless essence of all life which in our modern 
centuries we have lost touch with.   The ‘social dreaming matrix’ was a means to begin to 
recover this capacity, to transform our perception and experience of ourselves and 
engage with a psychological and existential reality that in turn promises to help us meet 
the huge challenges of this 21st century.


Lawerence died in 2013 and Julian Manley, drawing on literature and thinking outside 
Lawrence’s focus, has written a book to extend the original vision.  In it he suggests how 
we might use the social dreaming experience - and transformed thinking it evokes - to 
address many of today’s difficult problems, not just climate change but a whole range of 
issues, including, for example, racial and national identity, coping with extreme violence 
and trauma, or responses to disturbing works of art or challenging exhibitions.  Some of 
these he is beginning to co-research and write about with colleagues who are equally 
drawn to the social dreaming approach.


 Timothy Morton, Hyperobjects: Philosophy and Ecology after the End of the World, Minneapolis:  1

University of Minnesota Press, 2013.
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Manley is a research fellow at the University of Central Lancashire. He spent some time at 
the Tavistock and first met and felt inspired by Lawrence when he attended one of his 
social dreaming matrices.  His original degree was in English at Cambridge but he has a 
Ph.D from the University of the West of England in the department of psycho-social 
studies where Paul Hoggett, the former Chair of the Climate Psychology Alliance, and 
interested in social dreaming himself, taught and researched, along with other psycho-
social luminaries.  


I should acknowledge I know Julian personally,  not just through our common affiliation 
with the CPA, on whose executive Committee he is an active member, but on account of 
regularly attending his Imagination and Inquiry seminars at UCLAN over the last few years 
and participating in his social dreaming matrices at these events.  What I might seem to 
lack in ‘objectivity’ I like to think I have gained in some experiential knowledge of the 
subject of his book.  I have always found the ideas behind social dreaming to connect 
with my own training in family group and systemic practice but my interest in reading 
Julian’s book also came from experience of the matrices he hosted, which invariably 
resonated with - and stimulated - my own thinking and feeling.


Lawrence used the word ‘matrix’ rather than ‘group’ to describe his social dreaming 
events.  This was partly to differentiate the two since he wanted to avoid the relational 
dynamics entailed in analytic group relations, but more positively so that it could “define a 
containing space of potential birth, the birth of new thought and ideas”, which Lawrence 
expressed in an almost “transcendental way”.  To quote Lawrence:


	 Matrix describes the space from which everything that exists in our Universe, 	 

	 indeed the cosmos, has its origins.  Matrix exists before mankind developed  

	 groups.  And it may well be that group is a defence against the formlessness of 

	 matrix. The social dreaming matrix, purposely convened in the here-and-now, is a 

	 reflection of the primordial matrix of humanity.   
2

 Julian Manley Social Dreaming, Associative Thinking and Intensities of Affect, 2018  p 13. Quote 2

from W. Gordon Lawrence Introduction to Social Dreaming: Transforming Thinking, London: 
Karnac, 2005, p 3.
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In Part 1 of his book Julian sets out the background and origin of social dreaming.  Firstly, 
how does a social dreaming matrix work?  Basically, “a group of people sit together in a 
quiet room to share their real, night-time dreams; these are shared in no particular order, 
but when it ‘feels right’ to one of the participants.”  Participants may freely associate to 
the dreams or to other images or emotions that arise. The dreams are all offered 
anonymously, with no names mentioned or recorded. The number of  participants can 
vary but the optimal average number is 12-18.  The person - or persons - who facilitate 
the matrix is called the ‘host’.  The host does not interpret the material in the course of 
the matrix but ‘guides…. the enunciations in a neutral fashion’.  Each session can last 
between 40 and 75 minutes.  There is no fixed time.   
3

The other obvious feature that differentiates the matrix from a group is the arrangement of 
the seating. In a matrix the chairs are distributed in a snowflake pattern.  This is in order 
to break up the lines of vision of the participants while retaining the sense of shared 
space.  The interest is on the dream rather than the “person of the dreamer. The host 

avoids drawing any attention to the psychodynamics of a group  process but holds a 
space that allows for the telling of dreams and associations to them. S/he does this by 
refraining from interpretation and judgement and by making links and connections 
between different dreams.  At the same time s/he suggests new meanings that may be 
emerging.  The aim is to encourage a state of reverie or “stream of consciousness” in the 
matrix - a waking-dream experience.


The matrix itself is followed by a post-matrix session - some 30 to 60 minutes - which can 
take a number of forms, depending on who is participating.  It is generally felt that 
something needs to happen after the matrix by way of a transition back to a more 
everyday manner of thinking after what can be a bewildering array of dream images and 
associations.  This can take the form of a post-matrix reflection or dialogue, aided by 
rearranging the chairs in a rectangular or other arrangement, shifting away from the 
reverie-induced snowflake pattern of the matrix but also avoiding the circle of a 
conventional group analysis event. This post-matrix session can take other forms, such 
as focusing on the dreams themselves as in a dream-reflection group or a ‘Creative Role 
Synthesis’ where one individual may present a problem or a puzzle from their own life or 
work context and suggest how the dream experience may be relevant.  Presumably the 

 Ibid. p 5.3
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experience of the matrix can lead to all sorts of creative uses of the material.  The 
exploration of the “associative unconscious” can be used in any context.


Lawrence drew his inspiration for social dreaming from a number of sources.  He 
frequently mentioned Charlotte Beradt’s Third Reich of Dreams (1968) as the first example 
of the possibility of understanding dreams socially rather than just individually. Clearly, 
Freud’s Interpretation of Dreams and the significance of free association was a major 
source.  Lawrence may have been a controversial figure in psychoanalytical circles in 
deviating from accepted boundaries but his psychoanalytic background was central.  The 
experience of free association and quiet reflection of anyone who has benefited from 
psychotherapy can be helpful in the matrix context.  The psychoanalyst, Wilfred Bion was 
also a significant source, particularly his notion of shared intellectual knowledge, 
denominated as “Sphinx” to differentiate it from Freud’s focus on Oedipus which is 
central to group or dyadic personal therapy.


As Julian points out in his opening chapter:


 	 Taking this as a basic starting point Lawrence went on to identify four areas 	 

	 belonging to this unconscious ‘Sphinx-like’ space: ‘being’, ‘becoming’, ‘unthought 

	 known’ and dreaming, which could be represented as four faces of a single three-

	 dimensional pyramid where: ‘being’ is what we are; ‘becoming’ is the future; the 

	 ‘unthought known’ is what is in the unconscious but has yet to be thought; and 

	 dreaming is the bringing of this unthought known to the consciously thinking mind.


The ’unthought known’ is, of course, a reference to Christopher Bollas and to his book, 
The Shadow of the Object: Psychoanalysis of the Unthought Known. Other influences on 
Lawrence were: the science writer, David Bohm, particularly his book, Wholeness and the 
Implicate Order - dreams convert this ‘implicate’ reality into an ‘explicit’ one; Fritjof Capra 
and his The Web of Life for his ecological understanding; and the work of Matte Blanco 
and the nature of unconscious logic.


Bollas’ “unthought known” referred to unconscious content in a person’s individual life,  
Lawrence extended it to a more universal unconscious beyond the personal which he 
regarded as the ‘infinite’. Knowledge of the infinite is gained through dreams and hence 
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can be focused in the social dreaming matrix.  As Lawrence described it in terms of the 
matrix process:


	 As the dreams are recounted and the participants free associate, the infinite 

	 becomes immanent; it begins to be in the participants’ grasp, and not as 

	 something imagined to be transcendent.  The infinite is the unknown, and the 

	 dream introduces us to this: it questions what we have assumed, and accepted, to 

	 be social knowledge.  
4

For Lawrence it is as if there were two kinds of knowledge, finite and infinite.  Finite 
knowledge is what we normally accept to be ‘social knowledge’ but the social dreaming 
matrix also offers us access to the infinite through our dreams - the royal road also to the 
greater unconscious.  Thus conscious knowledge - the “thought known” - “can be 
challenged or enriched by another kind of knowledge, that is not merely ‘social’ but 
somehow more transcendental and unconscious (‘unthought known’)”.  This is the 
experience of many who participate in the social dreaming matrix - “a sense of shared 
knowing in some other transcendental realm”.  As Julian sums it up:


	 This sensation (of the transcendental realm) suggest that participants in a matrix 

	 share a form of knowledge, thoughts, and feelings about complex matters of 

	 humanity that are difficult to extrapolate in the course of ‘normal’ conscious 	 

	 thought. 
5

                                          ————————————— 

Lawrence was known, perhaps understandably given his challenge to orthodox 
psychoanalysis, for controlling the direction of the social dreaming movement himself.  
Now that he is no longer with us in person Julian has taken the opportunity to open the 
field up.  One innovation is the introduction of a “visual matrix” in addition to the dreaming 
matrix, which makes Lawrence’s ideas more widely and directly applicable to our waking 
as well as our sleeping life.  What Julian also does in his book is draw extensively on the 
thought of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari for an epistemological underpinning of social 

  ibid. p 14,  Lawrence, 2005 p 114

 ibid p 15.5
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dreaming.  They also have a reputation for challenging some of Freud’s central teachings, 
particularly in Anti-Oedipus, the first volume of Capitalism and Schizophrenia,  where in 
the second section the initial chapter entitled “The imperialism of Oedipus” sets the tone.


I confess I have too little knowledge of the work of Deleuze and Guattari, having tried to 
read Anti-Oedipus some years ago and given up before getting very far on account of 
what I thought at the time was its obscurity.    No less a figure than Foucault, a good 
friend of Deleuze, warns, in the preface he wrote to Anti-Oedipus, of “games and snares 
throughout the book which might provoke the reader to ‘take one’s leave of the text and 
slam the door shut.’” I had taken my leave but Julian counsels “a little patience will take 
you far”, and suggests thereby we keep the door open.  He is supported in this by Lita 
Crociani-Windland, whose thoughtful Foreword to his book emphasises the importance of 
Deleuze and Guattari to new thinking about the future direction of social dreaming and its 
practice.


Part 11 of Social Dreaming is headed “Deleuzian Approaches” and deals in a number of 
theoretical chapters with the ways in which the thinking of Deleuze is applicable to social 
dreaming.  ‘Social Dreaming in a New Key’ - chapter 4 - is a reference to the philosopher, 
Suzanne Langer’s 1948 book, Philosophy in a New Key in which she suggested that our 
scientists - presumably this includes the human as well as the natural scientists - have 
forgotten that they are observing, not an objective, factual world out there, but their own 
observations, their own symbols.  “For Langer, what we ‘see’ is not necessarily a thing in 
itself but a form that is created to help a person perceive sense-data”. 
6

At the same time, there are no ideas that are purely rational.  Logic is not independent of 
feeling, or “affect”, the term that Deleuze, following the seventeenth century philosopher, 
Benedict Spinoza, preferred. “Feeling” connotes something personal while “affect” 
implies emotion beyond the personal, i.e. social, cultural and natural currents that, as it 
were, carry the individual person along.  Affect must always be taken into account. A 
“thought” is never just a thought.  It is always a feeling- or an affect-thought.  Our dreams 
tell us this for the images that present themselves in our dreams are laden with affect, and  
give form to affect. Julian uses the term “image-affect” to remind us that “the visual 

 ibid. p 476
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images we are discussing (in the social dreaming matrix) are not representations of things 
that we can see as observable facts but rather affects in visual attire.”  
7

Deleuze emphasised the importance of non-linear thinking.  In contrast to logical thought 
and rational linear narrative, dreams appear non-linear, as, of course, do feelings.  And so 
is the experience of the matrix where thoughts “meander in loosely defined fashion” and 
appear to be irrational and devoid of meaning. Chapter 5 explores how an “extended and 
interconnected pattern or ‘collage of affects’” can be felt to emerge through dream or 
association.  He enlists some of the philosophical ideas of Spinoza and Bergson, 
important to Deleuze, and explores the thinking of Foucault, Freud and Lacan to contrast 
with the Cartesian mindset that underlies the beliefs of modern scientific culture, 
particularly our dualistic thinking and linear sense of cause and effect.


 Central to Deleuze and Guattari’s philosophy is the notion of the rhizome, a word taken 
from botanical science and referring to the root of a tree.  In using it as a cultural referent 
they avoid the vertical and hierarchical associations of botanical and natural science - 
with its scientific, linear cause-and-effect thinking - but emphasise the horizontal - 
“planar” - endless multiplicity of non-linear phenomena.  This is a root that has no 
beginning or end.  Deleuze and Guattari introduce their understanding of “rhizomatic” 
thinking in the first chapter of A Thousand Plateaus, their major work.  8

The social dreaming matrix and the rhizome have much in common. One of the last 
articles Lawrence co-wrote with colleague, Susan Long, concerned “The Creative Frame 
of Mind”.  In other words they regarded a social dreaming matrix as a special space,  a 9

crucible of creativity, where “everything is connected to everything else”.  In the rhizome 
also this “total inter-connectivity”, as Julian describes it, is “without a centre..…and ¿the 

 ibid. p 477

 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari,  A Thousand Plateaus:  Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 8

translation and foreword by Brian Massumi, London: Bloomsbury, 2017 (1987)

 This is the last chapter in W. Gordon Lawrence, editor, The  Creativity of Social Dreaming, 9

London: Karnac, 2010.  This was, I think, Lawrence’s last book.  It brings together the most recent 
contributions by practitioners of social dreaming.  Julian has a chapter, “ The Slavery in the Mind: 
Inhibition and Exhibition”, describing how he and his colleague, Jacqueline Sirota, mounted a 
Social Dreaming Matrix experience as part of the exhibition on slavery at the British Empire and 
Commonwealth museum in Bristol in 2007.
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lines of the rhizome are spontaneously emitted and develop in any chaotic fashion”.  In 10

social dreaming there is no hierarchy or central force, either in its theory or practice.


Both in social dreaming and rhizome the sharing of imagery, metaphor and logic is non-
sequential, as in a dream.  Just as in the “bizarre, surreal juxtapositions” of the matrix 
“new thinking is heralded”, in the rhizome unexpected connections lead to the creation of 
new thoughts.  These new thoughts can be impeded by institutionalised, orthodox and 
sterile thinking, based on memory and desire - as Bion believed - leading to old patterns 
of thought and practice. Lawrence held this view, as did Deleuze and Guattari.  The 
rhizome eschews “ centred (even polycentric) systems with hierarchical modes of 
communication and pre-established paths.” 
11

The “infinite”, which Lawrence believed could be experienced through the social 
dreaming matrix, was approached through “the suspension of narcissism or auto-centric 
perception......ridding oneself of memory or desire to be free to intuit what might be its 
truth”.  Julian adds that, in the social dreaming matrix, we experience an intense shared 
space with ideas and sensations which supersede the limited sense of the personal, 
individual “I” we identify with in normal waking life.


This is what Deleuze and Guattari call a body without organs, a shared dream identity 
beyond the personal, individual body and mind we all inherit from our parents and culture.   
Deleuze and Guattari write about the “smooth space” in the rhizome, free of the “striated” 
thinking that attempts to restrict, limit or channel movements where “direction is from one 
point to another”. The smooth space is “that of the nomad” (“nomadic” thinking is an 
innovative concept they have introduced) “where travel, like process, is an end in itself 
rather than a destination”. This applies to the social dreaming matrix where there is no 
beginning and end to the journey.  It as if we enter a timeless and infinite domain for the 
duration of the matrix.  
12

Deleuze and Guattari certainly make a case for unsettling the “striated” thinking of 
classical psychoanalysis, or Marxism for that matter.  They make us question the Oedipal 

 Manley 2018, p 91.  This is all from chapter 6, “The Special Dreaming Collage and the Deleuzian 10

Rhizome”, where the two are compared in some detail. 

 Ibid. p 92. 11

 ibid. p 10212
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focus.  But I wonder whether they might still be caught in a binary opposition, a feature of 
much postmodern and poststructural thinking.  For instance, they might be thought to 
encourage us to abandon linear or sequential thinking altogether - or to put it crudely, 
non-linear good, linear bad!  


The emergence of human rational thought was, surely, a momentous evolutionary step.  
The European Enlightenment and the modern Scientific Revolution were major human 
achievements at the time, whatever we perceive of their limitations now. Is there not also 
some sense of hierarchy in Lawrence’s original pyramidal structure?   He retained the 
psychoanalytic sense of depth though he also added height in terms of the infinite and 
timeless.  These go beyond the limits of our material thought and, in fact, give it greater 
depth.   
13

Furthermore a pyramid is not a plateau.  Can we not now begin to distinguish two types 
of being - everyday “being” and transcendent “Being”, not separate states but interfused, 
one more subtle than the other.   Nor are “being” and “becoming” absolutely distinct - or 
opposites - but integral to each other.  Again, does attention to equality and multiplicity 
rule out the possibility of levels in our dreaming life, whether individual or shared?  There 
is definitely hierarchy in nature.  Why not in culture too?


                                    ——————————————


What the real spectre of global warming and mass extinction - themes which are treated 
directly or indirectly throughout Social Dreaming - lead to is the experience we now have 
that we are living a dream - or nightmare - in a Shakespearean or buddhist sense.   Our 14

“normality” is no longer a normal we can believe in. If the world we know is no longer felt 
to be real, we must also begin to ask whether we feel real.  Perhaps we are beginning to 
realise we no longer know ourselves.  We are inside the dream and have lost touch with 
any reality beyond it, either in an outer or inner world.


 From this perspective the depth of “depth psychology” has conditional depth since it applies to 13

the human personality and the human unconscious only.  A universal depth goes deeper because 
it also includes height and embraces the limitless, something which Freud, as the father of 
psychoanalysis, wasn’t open to.

 In The Diamond and Heart wisdom Sutras the “diamond” mind and heart are what we use to 14

cut through the appearance of things to the reality within.
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In the classical Indian Vedanta tradition dreaming is one of four states of consciousness. 
two of the others being waking and dreamless sleep. Deep dreamless sleep is a mystery 
to us, and we don’t understand or give it much attention.  But perhaps dreaming provides 
a window onto both the unthought known of our waking life and of our dreamless sleep.  
We could look on deep sleep as the root  - the rhizome - of this mysterious “unthought 
known”,  and dreaming as the bridge between our waking and sleeping life, between the 
finite and infinite worlds we inhabit.


The fourth state of consciousness is called turiya in Sanskrit, which simply means 

“fourth”.   It is  beyond description, but within our experience nonetheless.  It is not 15

viewed as a discreet state but embraces the other three as a unity.  In other words, 
waking, dreaming and deep sleep are not themselves separate states but all part of a 
single awareness. This is not a personal awareness but a greater unconscious, what 
some people think of as a super-conscious state.  It signifies that this greater 
unconscious awareness - which mystics try to make conscious - overshadows our 
waking and dreaming lives and is available to us in all states if we seek to know and 
realise it.  Did not Lawrence have this in mind when referring to the “infinite”?


Thus, in a dreamless deep sleep consciousness we not only have access .to the infinite 
and timeless unthought known every night, but it is also present to us during the day. The 
“dreaming” state lives in our waking life too, when “dream-work” continues.  When we 
wake up in the morning we come back to our everyday consciousness, but often with 
new thoughts or solutions to the problems and mysteries we went to sleep with.  They 
often provide a new kind of vision.  The same may apply to the “awakening” we can 
experience in our everyday waking life.  “Dreaming” is the most creative thing we can do, 
whether in our sleeping or waking life. But we can - and must - also wake up from the 
dream to the reality it is contained within.


	 	 	 	 ——————————————


Social Dreaming is a book of some 250 pages, set out in seventeen chapters, all of which 
are clearly written in brief headed sections.  References are to be found at the end of 
each chapter, listing the literature which is referred to in the text.  It is impossible in a 

 See entry in Ingrid Fisher Shreiber et al, The Encyclopaedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion: 15

Buddhism, Taoism, Zen, Hinduism, Boston: Shambhala,1994. 
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short review to do justice to the wealth of ideas and practical implications in Social 
Dreaming, many of which Julian, himself, is presumably continuing to realise and develop. 
As a psycho-social researcher he is also interested in the rich possibilities of social 
dreaming as a source of new knowledge and thinking in all kinds of context.  Lawrence 
would surely have appreciated this.  There are also examples of social dreaming matrices 
in the book, a particularly interesting one described in chapter 9 - “A Case Study. Slow 
Violence: Art, Climate Change and Social Dreaming”.  


Given the difficulty of Deleuze and Guattaris’ thinking, Social Dreaming makes demands 
on the reader from a theoretical point of view.  But as one reads on, the argument and 
illustrative text begin to cohere and the originality of Lawrence is enlarged with the 
philosophical and imaginative weight of Julian’s Deleuzian approach.  In his penultimate 
chapter - “The Final Plateau” - Julian summarises his whole book with brief sections on 
all the main topics.  Amusingly, he finally differentiates himself from Deleuze and Guattari 
and their fascinating but endless “plateaus” - “Thankfully, this book has not been written 
as a rhizome, so it is now coming to a close”, a sentiment I like to think is an 
acknowledgement of the linear thinking that also goes into the writing of any book. I 
wonder if, at any point, Deleuze and Guattari concede that plateaus have hierarchy.


Social Dreaming is an academic book in the sense that it is priced beyond the average 
reader to afford.  But if you don’t have access to a university library what could be better 
than participating in a social dreaming matrix itself?  Or organising one for your own 16

work - or activist - context to enhance and develop the transformed thinking Lawrence 
wanted to promote.  We might, for instance, view the Climate Psychology Alliance itself 
as a venture in social - or conjoint - dream work, both to help us face what we are doing 
to the Earth and to consider how we might awaken to a more realistic, enlightened and 
compassionate view of ourselves in the changing world that surrounds and awaits us.


Tony Cartwright 

March 2019


 Julian himself is a Director of Ecowaves, a company that offers consultancy and trading to 16

organisations.
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